
S. No. Name of TLM Purpose/Concept Activities through TLM Qty. Cost

 3  Crayon shaving tray  Finer motor , creativity imagination
 Tracing  alphabet  , number and 
making  pattern

 5   25/-

4 Put the cap
Concentration, visual of picture, letter recognition, 
vocabulary

Matching , relating  pictures and 
letters

2 sets  [5pcs] 10/-

 5  Peg the first letter
 Vocabulary,  recognition  of letters , visual of 
pictures

 Matching , relating pictures and 
letters

 1set [ 5pcs]  12/-

 6  Thread roll
Hand eye coordination, finer motor dev., 
concentration, counting

 Making tower , wrapping wool,  1  5/-

 7  Make my body  Counting , concentration, vocabulary  Sequencing, counting  1set  25/-

 8   Stone painting
 Vocabulary , storytelling,, peer discussion, 
counting

Making story 2sets  20/-

 9  Water melon counting  Number recognition,  sequencing, concentration  Counting , matching  1set[9pcs]  17/-

 10   Woollen mat  Finer motor dev, colour concept  Sequencing , matching, counting  1 set [18 pcs ]  120/-

11 Number the things Hand eye coordination ,concentration Counting, sequencing, matching 3 sets 25/-

12 Phonic cards Recognition of letters , formation, pictures Relating the sound with the picture 130 pcs 100/-

13
Flash card of capital and small 
letters

Formation , exposure of small letters Recognition and matching 5 sets [ 30 pcs] 150/-

14 Mobiles Display, vocabulary discussion
15 Sand paper tracing Formation , sensorial Tracing 39 in 5 section 170/-

16 knitting
Finer motor dev, concentration ,hand eye co 
ordination

How to knit, pattern making 5 sets 250/-

17 knotting Hand eye co ordination, concentration How to make knot , counting 5 sets 250/-

18 matting
Concentration, hand eye co ordination ,finer 
motor dev

patterns 5 sets[ 5 pcs] 150

19 buttoning Finer motor dev  ,hand eye co ordination Closing and opening of buttons 5 sets [5pcs] 150

20 Velcro activity
Hand eye co ordination, concentration, finer 
motor dev.

Opening and closing 1 [10 pcs] 30/-

21 Place the picture Recognition of letter and picture, Matching , placing

Lady bug counter  1.

5 Sets  25/-

 15/-

 2 Tree hunt with dice  Reasoning , counting , visual exposure
 Throwing dice and putting the 
fruits

Recognition of numbers, counting 
 Sequence , just after, missing 
number

 5 sets 



22 Choti Concentration, pattern, hand eye co ordination pattern

23 Making  stories Thinking , making stories, discussion, vocabulary
Stick pictures on the felt and make 
stories

5sets [5pcs] 100/-

24 Find my way Curiosity , concentration, problem solving Place the things to reach the way 1 pc 20/-

25 pattern Concentration , sequencing patterns 2 sets[ 10 pcs] 20/-

26 Clip the number
 Number concept , ,matching ,  finer motor, 
concentration 

Matching , putting peg on the 
respective  number

5sets [45 pcs] 150/-

27 Count and match
Sequencing , counting , matching , number 
concept

Counting , matching 2 sets [10pcs] 50/-

28 Card and counter Recognition of numbers , counting Counting and matching 5 sets [45 pcs] 50/-
29 Counting the fish Colour concept, sorting , counting Counting 1 25/-

30 First letter Phonetic  sound, recognition of first letter
Recognition , match the letter with 
the picture

25 boards 100/-

31 Last letter  Phonetic sound , recognition of last letter 
Recognition , match the letter with 
the pictures

10 boards 75/-

32 Count the stick Hand eye coordination , counting number concept Counting , segregation 1 15/-

33 Count the beads
Hand eye co ordination , counting , number 
concept

Counting , segregation , and 
beading

1 10/-

34 Big – small cards Visual of the pictures , concept of big – small Recognition , and segregation 5 sets [25 pcs ] 100/-
35 Dropping activity Concentration , hand eye co ordination Water transfer 5 sets 50
36 syringe activity Hand eye co ordination , concentration Water transfer 5 sets -
37 Sand tray Tracing letters  and numbers Tracing 5 50/-
38 Number picture cards Sequencing , counting , vocabulary Matching , segregation 5 75/-
39 Area chart Alert about  turns,  name of the area Recognition , discussion 5 100/-

40 Poem chart Pretend reading, Pretend reading
6 charts per 
project

41 Colour tablet
Matching colour , counting , reasoning , 
vocabulary

Matching , hiding
2 sets of [6 pcs ] 2 
sets of [22pcs] 1 
set of [12 pcs ]

42 Cylindrical blocks
Dimensions , thinking  , reasoning , concentration , 
problem solving , counting

Hiding  , sequencing , ordering 5 sets [10 pcs ]

43 Knobless cylindrical
Concentration ,  creative imagination , making tower , 
counting

Making tower , hiding , arranging  big 
to small

5 sets [ 8 pcs]



44 Brown stairs
Sequence  , ordering , how to hold the dimension 
counting

Sequencing , ordering , hiding 5 sets [10 pcs ]

45 Pink tower
Creativity , dimensions , making tower concentration 
reasoning , thinking , sequence

Making tower , hiding , arranging big to 
small 

5 sets [ 8pcs ]

46 Honoi tower
Imagination , concentration , thinking , reasoning ,  
colour concept

Transferring from one pole to another 1 set [ 9pcs}

47 Pink block Long and short , sequence ,  thinking , concentration
Making tower , hiding , arranging big to 
small

1 set [10 pcs }

48 pyramids
Counting , shapes , making tower , dimensions , 
concentration

Sequencing , ordering , arranging big to 
small

1 set  [10 pcs ]

49 pounding
Gross motor skills , hand eye co ordination , 
concentration

Pounding different material 5

50 5Sound box Matching , sensorial , vocabulary Matching , classification 5 sets [6 pcs]

51 Nuts and bolts
Concentration, finer motor , open and close , problem 
solving , hand eye co ordination

Opening and closing , arranging big and 
small

3sets

52 Why because cards Reasoning , thinking Discussion , matching 3 sets [72 pcs]
53 What’s wrong Thinking , differentiate , problem solving Discussion , matching 2 sets
54 Go together Pairing , concentration Discussion, matching 5 sets [120 pcs]
55 Matching the colour and shapes Matching , colour, thinking matching 5 sets [8 pcs ]

56 Trangam tiles Imagination , patterns , creativity , problem solving Making patterns 5 sets [35 pcs]

57 sensorial Know about the senses  Discussion , matching 1 sets [ of 12 pcs]

58 Rangometry
Thinking  , pattern , vocabulary , shapes , colours , 
creativity , imagination 

Making patterns and stories 5 sets 

59 Aakar parivar 
Thinking , pattern , vocabulary , shapes , colours , 
creativity , imagination 

Making patterns and stories 5 sets

60 Beading 
Concentration , hand eye co ordination , finer motor 
control,

beading 300

61 Wooden animals Name of animals , classification , vocabulary Discussion , story telling 2 sets [13 pcs]
62 jigsaw Thinking , imagination , vocabulary Discussion 1 set [ 10 pcs]
63 Spot the no Counting, problem solving different size reorganization 3 set each
64 Fill the wings Different sizes, pictures, thinking Put the circle lands on shapes 5 set
65 Colour pocket Colour thinking segregation 5 set of 5 pcs
66 Number pocket Counting, sequencing Ordering 5 set of 5 pcs
67 Big – small cards Concept of big – small vocabulary Matching discussion 5 set of 20 pcs
68 Math Math Counting, pattern, colour, lines, concentration Patterns more - lines 1 set of 4 pcs

69 Pounding ( 1  motor pistel )
Pre- writing skill hand eyes, concentration, gross & fins 
motor

Crushing making towards 1 set



70 Water pouring ( 1 yrs, 3 glasses )
Hand eye  co ordination , concentration , gross and 
finer  motor dev

Filling  water in glasses 1 set ( each )

71 Squeezing (2 books, sponge ) Gross and finer  motor dev , concentration hand – eyes squeeze 1 set each

72
Sieving activity ( 1 sievbe, 2 bowl, 
showed )

To develop senses Differentiate of material 1 set each

73
controlled water play ( tub and 
accessories )

To develop senses
Picking things,  sorting counting in the 
tray

1 each

74
Controlled sand  play ( tub and 
accessories )

To develop senses
Picking thing  sorting counting in the 
tray

5

75 Controlled sand play To develop senses counting in the tray 5

76 Blocks
Imagination, innovating creativity, hands- eye, 
concentration, thinking

Making building , counting,  
segregation

147

77 Sorting box Motors, sorting things concentration Sorting of thing counting 6 boxes
78 Smelling box To development senses smelling 5sets [ 36 boxes]
79 Tasting box To  development senses tasting
80 Growing mangoes  Number concept , thinking Ordering , counting 5
81 What things are made  up off Thinking , reason , problem solving Matching , pairing 1

82 Giraffe ring toss Curiosity,  thinking , problem solving , concentration Throwing in the target 4 pcs

83 Match the shapes with colour
Matching , colour concept , shapes , concentration 
,thinking , hand eye co ordination

Matching of shapes , sorting  of shapes 
colour wise

1

84 Alligator puzzle
Concentration ,thinking hand eye co ordination , name 
of animal

sequencing 1

85 Animal homes [cards]
Concentration, come to know different homes , 
thinking, reasoning 

Matching , questioning 1

86 Dressing my self Concentration ,  thinking , reasoning How  to dress , buttoning , zipping 2
86 Wooden puzzle Thinking , problem solving Solving puzzle 3 pcs

87 Building blocks 
Thinking , imagination , problem solving , creativity , 
innovation , concentration

Making different structures of things 1

88 Fishing game
Problem solving , concentration , hand eye 
coordination

 counting 6 pcs

89 Engine game 
Imagination , vocabulary , concentration , hand eye co 
ordination

Sequencing of engine 1

90 Missing  game Reasoning , thinking , concentration Find out the missing 1
91 Shadow match Reasoning , thinking , concentration Pairing with the shadow , 48 pcs 50/-
92 Transport magnet Thinking , problem solving sequencing 18 pcs
93 Stencil of vegetable and transport Concrete , exposure , visualization Painting 45 pcs
94  count and match Counting , picture , matching Counting  , pairing , 20



95 Animals babies Name of babies , matching , thinking , concentration Matching , sound , babies name 1 70/-

96 Count till 10 Counting , concentration, sequencing ,  Counting , ordering , matching 1

97 Spiral rod 
Concentration, hand eye co ordination ,  problem 
solving , thinking ,

sequencing 1

98 Doctor set Characterization,  showing the name 
Fantasy play , role play , using of 
equipment 

5 sets 425/-

99 Vegetable  set Visualization , importance , colour Discussion , sorting 5 sets 700/-
100 Fruits set Shapes , colour Discussion  , sorting 5 sets 700/-


